The Vesper hymn

Ludwig van Beethoven
(1770-1827)

Soprano

Adagio Solo

\[ \text{p} \]

1. Hear those soothing sounds ascending; From the wind blowing,
   Sounds of peace through all the land;
   Be thoughts of love on them blend, p
   As the Who in

Alto

Adagio Solo

\[ \text{dim.} \]

2. Bear, ye breezes lightly blowing,
   Sounds of peace through all the land;
   Be thoughts of love on them blend, p
   As the Who in

Tenor

\[ \text{dim.} \]

1. Hear those soothing sounds ascending; From the wind blowing,
   Sounds of peace through all the land;
   Be thoughts of love on them blend, p
   As the Who in

Bass

Adagio

\[ \text{cresc.} \]

2. Bear, ye breezes lightly blowing,
   Sounds of peace through all the land;
   Be thoughts of love on them blend, p
   As the Who in

Piano

\[ \text{cresc.} \]

\[ \text{dim.} \]

\[ \text{cresc.} \]
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\[ \text{cresc.} \]

\[ \text{dim.} \]
See the ves-per choir is wending, ppp
May each heart new rest be knowing, ppp
To
Sent

the church, and chanting low, pp
by heaven's divine command, ppp

church, and chanting low, pp
by heaven's divine command, ppp

the church, and chanting low, pp
by heaven's divine command, sent, pp
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Chorus

**Hark, hark!**

Heaven's divine command. Hark, hark!

**Chorus**

*Ju-bi-late, Ju-bi-late, Amen.*

*P*  a tempo  cresc. dim. 55

*P* Ju-bi-late, Ju-bi-late, Amen.

Chorus

*Ju-bi-late, Ju-bi-late, Amen.*

*P*  a tempo  cresc. dim. 55

*P* Ju-bi-late, Ju-bi-late, Amen.

Soprano

*Ju-bi-late, Ju-bi-late, Amen.*

*P*  a tempo  cresc. dim. 55

*P* Ju-bi-late, Ju-bi-late, Amen.
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